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ABSTRACT 

As modern means of communication increase in their 

potential and receptiveness, they instigate additional demands 

in terms of security. Therefore, communication between users 

via social network becomes complicated, that increases 

possibility of threats with respect to user authentication. With 

the objective of ensuring security in social networks, different 

user authentication and cryptographic mechanism were 

designed. But, with different heuristic and computational 

algorithm, user authentication through single modal biometric 

is easily broken and vulnerabilities of multimodal approaches 

in social network still remain unexplored. This paper proposes 

a novel Fusion based Multimodal Biometric Security (FMBS) 

method utilizing Face and Fingerprint features of human 

individuals on social networks. Feature extraction for FMBS 

is performed utilizing combination of Binomial Feature 

Distribution Algorithm and Neighborhood Dominant 

Attribute Identification for both face and fingerprint features. 

Then, dominant attributes are stored in spatial vector for both 

the modalities to form biometric fusion template. Finally, 

Structural Biometric Fusion Template Matching algorithm 

designed to compute matching accuracy of test data to 

available training data. Experimental evaluation with 

Biometric Research Repositories is conducted. Performance 

evaluation show that the method significantly improve 

matching accuracy of human biometric samples, compared to 

conventional biometrics user authentication that only make 

use of single modal biometrics. The result shows that the 

method has low social network authentication time and 

network space complexity suited for deployment in real time 

social network sites.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The plethora of functionalities offered by social media enables 

users to communicate through internet where the presence of 

malicious user behavior causes security threats, letting the 

whole community of users get compromised easily. In recent 

years, both single and multimodal biometrics user 

authentication have been explored extensively in addressing 

this challenge. A collaborative Face Recognition [1] 

framework using social graph model provided an insight into 

hit rate and therefore improving the authentication rate. On 

the other hand, most existing online social network supports 

face recognition, though considered to be time consuming and 

caused collision. Game theoretic strategies were applied in [2] 

using multimedia fingerprinting to reduce the collision in a 

time sensitive manner. A series of studies have highlighted the 

use of single and multimodal biometric model. A multimodal 

biometric system was introduced in [5] that used behavioral 

characteristics to track the students in virtual classes. As 

reported in [6], providing multimodal user authentication 

using face and gestures has improved considerably over the 

last decade. On the other hand, considerable work was 

contributed in [7] based on keystroke behaviors to improve 

the identity authentication system.  

In this paper, the focus of the work is to use multimodal 

biometrics user authentication by illustrating the model and 

analysis of user behavior in social networks. The multimodal 

biometrics user authentication extracts the multimodal 

features (i.e. face and fingerprint) using Neighborhood 

Dominant Attribute Identification that reduces social network 

authentication time by eliminating redundant information (i.e. 

eliminating the points nearer using the Euclidean distance). 

As a second outlined contribution, this paper presents a novel 

Spatial Vector Representation to store the neighborhood 

eliminated features. Finally, the normalized image obtained 

through min max [3] performs a fusion template matching by 

applying Structural Biometric Fusion Template Matching 

algorithm. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

reviews the related works in the field of multimodal biometric 

authentication. Section 3 overviews the method of Fusion 

based Multimodal Biometric Security (FMBS) and goes 

through details about the method of biometric authentication 

system on social network and performance measures. Section 

4 presents our experimental design, data collection, and 

experimental results. The performance of the system based on 

the proposed method is also evaluated. Section 5 concludes 

our research. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
In recent years, multimodal biometrics for social network has 

been an active research area and successfully applied in 

practice. Few research efforts have thus far been dedicated to 

address the problem of biometric authentication using 

multimodal behavioral aspects ensuring security. An adaptive 

intrusion detection framework [8] used multimodal behavioral 

models to improve the network detection rate. However, 

security remained a major concern. To address security in 

social network, multimodal biometric system based on 

palmprint and finger knuckle was designed in [9]. A biometric 

authentication system with the objective of providing security 

to the sites was designed in [10]. Cryptographic level fusion 

[11] was applied using K-Means algorithm to improve overall 

authentication and security via fingerprint, knuckle and iris 

images.  

In recent years, theories of Sparse Representation (SR) have 

emerged as powerful methods for efficient data processing 

and securing in the social network. In [12], sparse 

representation that used correlations and coupling information 

was investigated for multimodal biometrics recognition. 
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However, anomaly detection remained unsolved. To address 

this issue, Collaborative Information Systems (CIS) [13] was 

deployed in social network to detect insider threats based on 

the access logs. In [14], another face recognition model was 

designed using demographic attributes that resulted in the 

accuracy of intruders being detected. A comprehensive study 

on recognition of facial expression using local binary patterns 

was presented in [15]. One of the important sources of 

forensic evidence is obtaining latent fingerprints where 

automatic matching of latent fingerprints plays a significant 

role in social networks. In [16], in order to refine the features 

extracted, top-down information was used to improve the 

identification accuracy. However, security with respect to 

increase in the features remained greater concern. In [17], to 

provide security, fingerprint-based crypto-biometric system 

was designed with concatenation-based feature level fusion 

technique to ensure secured transmissions of data. Another 

fusion based model using face and fingerprint was presented 

in [18] for robust recognition system. A robust multimodal 

face and fingerprint fusion was investigated in [19] to mitigate 

against anti spoofing attacks. With the objective of ensuring 

continuous authentication, behavioral biometrics [20] was 

studied with respect to intruder detection time, however 

compromising rate of accuracy.  

Reported work in the literature shows that collaborative Face 

Recognition [1] can have a positive impact on online social 

networks. However, the collaborative Face Recognition using 

multiple FR engines perform well for personal photo 

collection, they perform poorly with multimodal biometrics. 

This happens mainly due to the fact that these algorithms were 

not designed to work well with other features other than the 

face annotation. Also, the lack of publicly available 

multimodal datasets is another challenge that needs to be 

overcome in the future. Multimedia fingerprinting using game 

theoretic strategies and equilibriums though studies the time 

sensitive bargaining equilibrium are geometrically normalized 

as a non-cooperative game, the method cannot be used due to 

the effect that the users either behave in an honest or semi 

honest manner. Therefore, an efficient multimodal biometric 

system needs to be designed, developed, and applied to reduce 

the social network authentication time and space complexity 

in social networks. The following section explains the 

proposed method in detail. 

3. MULTIMODAL BIOMETRICS USER 

AUTHENTICATION  
A Fusion based Multimodal Biometric Security (FMBS) 

method of human individuals is introduced by extracting the 

face and fingerprint features to the social network domain 

area. Our proposed method for social networks 

communication consists of three main modules: feature 

extraction through binomial feature distribution, fusion using 

spatial vector representation and template matching using a 

biometric fusion template matching algorithm as shown in fig 

1.   

3.1 System model for Multimodal 

Biometrics User Authentication  
Let us consider a social network communication system 

model of ‘ ’ users where ‘             ’ and let 

‘          ’ denotes the templates of the ‘       ’ in a 

biometric system.  Let us further assume that ‘ ’ user 

communicate with each other in social network settings to 

create, share or exchange information (Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, etc) with each enrolled user possessing only one 

template stored in the biometric system. Hence, the ‘        ’ 

template is of the form ‘       
    

  ’ comprising of two 

elements, where ‘  
    

 ’ are the templates for face and 

fingerprint respectively. Our problem is then defined as 

follows: Given a social network setting with an assumption of 

‘         ’ behaving in an honest manner where ’        ’ 

are considered as malicious user behavior who behaves in a 

semi-honest manner. The objective lies in designing a model 

where a matcher is introduced to detect the misbehavior of 

users in social networks using multi modal (i.e. face and 

fingerprint features of human individuals) biometric system.  

Fig.1. shows the block diagram of Fusion based Multimodal 

Biometric Security method to be followed on social network 

with Face, and Fingerprint features of human individuals.  

As shown in the figure, in order to establish the social 

network communication, three steps are followed in Fusion-

based Multimodal Biometric Security (FMBS). In the first 

module, preprocessing of face/fingerprint images is performed 

to extract the vital portion using Neighborhood Dominant 

Attribute Identification for both face and fingerprint features. 

The second module performs the fusion process to combine 

face and fingerprint features. Dominant attributes are stored in 

a spatial vector for both the modalities and form biometric 

fusion template (i.e. fingerprint abstraction and face 

abstraction) of the human individuals.  

The third module carries out fusion template matching. At this 

stage, with preprocessed face/fingerprint images of users 

(social media), process of fusion template matching is 

performed to find the matching accuracy. A Structural 

Biometric Fusion Template Matching algorithm is developed 

to find the matching accuracy of test data to the available 

training data (i.e. from fusion templates) extracted from the 

benchmark/real dataset. With successful matching of the test 

and trained dataset (obtained from fusion template), efficient 

social network communication takes place. On the other hand, 

no communication takes place between the users upon 

unsuccessful matching.  

3.2 Binomial Feature Distribution  
To start with the process, the FMBS method initially extracts 

the user’s features entering into the social media (Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, etc).  Binomial Feature Distribution 

Algorithm (BFDA) extracts the features via Neighborhood 

Dominant Attribute Identification for both face and 

fingerprint features by matching their neighborhood 
structures. Preprocessing of features is highly required for 

better identification result. Fig.2. shows the structure of 

binomial feature distribution for fingerprint and face image.  

The first step in the design of the proposed method is to 

preprocess the multimodal features by identifying the 

dominant attributes of both face and fingerprint features. The 

proposed method uses Neighborhood Dominant Attribute 

Identification for both the face and fingerprint features.  

3.2.1 Fingerprint Feature Extraction  
To register fingerprint features, a unique ID is generated for 

each user represented by ‘   ’, for a user ‘ ’. In a similar 

manner any number of users registers their fingerprint in the 

biometric system and obtains a unique ID. In a similar 

manner, multiple fingerprint impressions of the same user are 

obtained and stored in ‘                    ’, and ‘ ’ 

symbolizes the number of fingerprint impressions for user ‘ ’. 
Fingerprint feature extraction in the proposed method is 

performed using the minutia features [9]. A minutia for 

fingerprint impression is denoted as given below. 

            (1) 
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Fig.1. Block diagram of Fusion-based Multimodal Biometric Security method

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Binomial feature distributions
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From (1), ‘ ’represent the minutia with ‘   ’ symbolizing 

the locations where orientation is denoted as ‘ ’.  In a similar 

manner, for each fingerprint impression, features are 

generated as given below 

                              (2)                                                                

From (2), ‘ ’ denotes the total minutia in a fingerprint 

impression that is called as the normalized fingerprint 

impression. Once the normalized fingerprint impression is 

obtained, the proposed method uses Neighborhood Dominant 

Attribute Identification to remove redundant information. The 

objective behind the application of Neighborhood Dominant 

Attribute Identification is not only to eliminate redundant 

information but also retain the most vital information. The 

points are eliminated which are very near using the Euclidean 

distance, to a specific point. Another factor is that because of 

being in vicinity, these redundant points do not provide any 

additional information. So, the purpose behind applying 

Neighborhood Dominant Attribute Identification is to take 

into consideration only those points that belong to highly 

unique region. The Euclidean distance [4] between minutia 

‘             ’ and ‘             ’ is given as below. 

                      
 
          

 
            (3) 

Once the distance between minutiae is obtained using (3), 

Neighborhood Dominant Attribute Identification is applied to 

the resultant value. Let us assume the fingerprint threshold be 

considered as ‘   ’. Two minutia of a user are considered 

neighbors if the Euclidean distance between them is less than 

or equal to ‘   ’. That is, for each fingerprint impression, 

those impression are considered to be neighbors that lie within 

the neighborhood of a limit or if the Euclidean distance 

(obtained from) between them is less than or equal to ‘   ’. 

So, the fingerprint impression lying within the neighbors are 

removed giving ‘  
   ’, the reduced fingerprint impression 

and is formulated as given below.  

                                         (4) 

                                             
         

(5)  

From (4) and (5), if the distance between the minutiae is less 

than the fingerprint threshold value, then it is considered as 

redundant information and eliminated. On the other hand, if 

the distance is greater than the fingerprint threshold, then the 

resultant information is stored as reduced fingerprint 

impression.  

3.2.2 Face feature extraction  
Face feature extraction is considered to be a tedious process, 

due to environment change, light effects, varied face 

expressions and poses of the face. In order to extract the 

inherent face features, initially edge is detected and histogram 

equalization is applied to the detected edge and finally 

Neighborhood Dominant Attribute Identification is applied to 

remove the noise present in the face. Let the face be denoted 

as ‘      ’ with size of the face represented by ‘   ’ rows 

and columns respectively and let us split the whole face into 

‘ ’ columns.  

                 (6) 

Now edge detection [6] for the input face ‘ ’ is given as 

below. 

      
 
      (7) 

From (7), ‘ ’ symbolizes the edge direction, and to which 

Histogram Equalization is applied to normalize face. The 

mean estimation of inter ‘  ’ and intra class ‘  ’ of 

histogram equalization is obtained as given below. 

                        (8) 

                   (9) 

Where ‘    
 

  
   ’ is the mean of the ‘         ’ of face 

image ‘  ’ and ‘   
 

 
   ’ is the global mean of the overall 

face image ‘ ’. Though histogram equalization for face 

feature extraction is highly reliable, the actual density value of 

the face is eradicated during inter and intra class mean 

estimation, resulting in certain amount of noise. In this paper, 

Neighborhood Dominant Attribute Identification is proposed 

which handles produced noise with highest recognition rate 

and is formulated as given below. 

                             (10) 

From (10), the face reduced image with redundant 

information is removed. Here, ‘              ’ represents 

the actual face image with ‘     ’ rows and columns and 

‘          ’ is the reduced face image obtained where ‘   ’ 

shows the interpolation for reduced face image, 

‘            ’ represents the points of original face image 

and interpolated reduced face image respectively. Algorithm 1 

summarizes the process followed by the Binomial Feature 

Distribution.  

Algorithm 1: Binomial Feature Distribution 

Input: User ‘ ’, ID for a user ‘   ’, Fingerprint Impression 

‘   ’, face ‘      ’ 

Output: Optimal features extracted 

Begin 

For each user ‘ ’ 

Provide with unique ID  

Obtain multiple fingerprint impressions  

Obtain minutia using (1) 

Obtain normalized fingerprint impression using (2) 

Measure Euclidean distance between minutia using (3) 

Measure reduced fingerprint impression using (5) 

If ‘                   ‘ 

Eliminate the redundant information 

 Else  

Store the information in   
         

End if 

Perform edge detection for the input face ‘ ’ using (7) 

Perform inter class ‘  ’ mean estimation using (8) 

Perform intra class ‘  ’ mean estimation using (9) 

Obtain reduced face image using (10) 

End for  

End 
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As shown in the above algorithm, the BFDA performs feature 

extraction with the aid of Neighborhood Dominant Attribute 

Identification for both the face and fingerprint features. The 

proposed method by applying neighborhood attribute 

investigates the effect of biometric user authentication scheme 

with multi-modalities (i.e. using fingerprint and face features) 

for secured and reliable social network communication. 

3.3 Spatial vector representation 
As mentioned in the first section, the features obtained by 

applying Neighborhood Dominant Attribute Identification for 

both the fingerprint and face has to be combined to create a 

joint feature vector. Thus vector representation is used to 

create a joint feature vector, which then forms the basis for the 

matching process. One of the main problems while creating a 

joint feature vector during fusion process is the formation of 

very high dimensional feature vector. In this work, dominant 

attributes are stored in a spatial vector for both the modalities 

integrating fingerprint and face forms biometric fusion 

template of the human individuals. 

Let ‘             ’ and ‘             ’ represents 

the spatial vector representing information extracted from two 

different modalities namely, fingerprint and face respectively. 

In order to obtain the new feature vector ‘ ’, vectors ‘ ’ and 

‘ ’ are enlarged. With the resultant enlarged value, feature 

selection is performed on the resultant vector ‘ ’ with the 

objective of reducing the dimensionality.  

The individual fingerprint and face values of the vectors ‘ ’ 

and ‘ ’ significantly differ in terms of their range. So, to 

ensure that the resultant feature vectors obtained for both 

fingerprint and face features are comparable, min max 

normalization [3] is performed in the proposed method.  Let 

us denote the feature score obtained from fingerprint and face 

features as ‘ ’ from the set of all scores ‘ ’, the corresponding 

normalized score ‘     ’ is as given below. 

       
         

                
  (11) 

Where ‘ ’comprises of the reduced features of fingerprint and 

face ‘  
              ’ respectively. Once the min max 

normalization is performed, the modified fingerprint and face 

spatial vectors are denoted as ‘      
    

      
 ’ and 

‘      
    

       
 ’ respectively with the resultant vector in 

the form ‘      
    

      
    

    
       

  ’. However, by 

applying min max normalization, the dimensionality of values 

is large in size. To reduce the dimensionality, the proposed 

method applies Maximum Relevance Feature Selection [4]. 

Here, the relevance of a feature set ‘  ’for a user ‘   ’ is 

defined by the average value of all mutual information values 

between the individual features ‘  ’ and the user ‘   ’ as 

follows: 

        
 

    
     

           (12) 

From (12), ‘           ’, a new feature vector or score 

‘              ’ is obtained. With the resultant feature 

vector, matching accuracy of the data is performed which is 

concentrated in the following section.  

3.4 Biometric Fusion Template Matching 

Algorithm  
Finally, with the resultant vector obtained through spatial 

vector representation, a Biometric Fusion Template Matching 

algorithm is designed to find the matching accuracy of test 

data to the available training data. The matching tasks for both 

modalities (i.e. fingerprint and face) are carried out using 

Biometric Fusion Template Matching algorithm. 

To perform biometric fusion template matching, the proposed 

method calculates the matching score using the sum rule [18]. 

The result of the measurement is then compared with an 

experimental threshold to decide whether or not the two 

representations (i.e. fingerprint and face) belong to the same 

user. The fused score ‘          ’ for fingerprint and face 

using sum rule is as given below. 

                                         
            (13) 

Where ‘       ’ and ‘       ’ symbolizes the weights 

assigned to multimodal biometrics fingerprint ‘        ’ and 

face ‘       ’ respectively. These final matching fused 

scores ‘          ’ are then compared with a certain 

threshold to recognize the person as genuine or an impostor. 

Algorithm 2 summarizes the Biometric Fusion Template 

Matching.  

Algorithm 2: Biometric Fusion Template Matching 

Input: User ‘ ’, Fingerprint Impression ‘   ’, face ‘      ’ 

Output: Improved matching accuracy 

Begin 

For each User ‘ ’ provided with Fingerprint Impression ‘   ’ 

and face ‘      ’ 

Extract fingerprint and face features based on Neighborhood 

Dominant Attribute Identification 

Reduced fingerprint and face features are obtained using (5) 

and (10) 

Reduced fingerprint and face features are stored in spatial 

vectors 

Scores obtained are normalized using (11) 

Scores are then converted to obtain maximum relevance using 

(12) 

Measure fused score for fingerprint and face using (13) 

Compare against a threshold value to recognize user as 

genuine or an imposte 

End for 

End 

As shown in the above algorithm 2, the fusion template to 

perform Biometric Fusion Template Matching algorithm 

includes 100 user’s unique face and fingerprint abstraction 

separately extracted from benchmark/real dataset. Face and 

fingerprint abstraction includes 100 faces and fingerprints 

extracted from 100 individual user’s and stored as fusion 

templates  forms biometric fusion template matching. The 

multimodal biometric system for the proposed method is 

developed by integrating two traits i.e., fingerprint and face. 

Based on the proximity of feature vector and template, 

matching score is evaluated. These individual scores are 

finally combined into a fused score ‘          ’ to perform 

efficient matching.  

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS  
The experimental evaluation is conducted with Biometric 

Research Repositories (i.e. Association Biosecure) on the face 

and fingerprint subcorpora included in the multimodal 
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Biosecure database with various training and test dataset. The 

biometric samples are extracted from the BioSecure [21] 

datasets which are distributed by Association BioSecure. The 

samples contain data of two persons (male and female). It is 

publicly available through the BioSecure foundation. The 

training dataset is of the size 100 face and fingerprint images 

whereas the test dataset include 35 images of user’s face and 

fingerprint for social network communication. The 

experiments were implemented in MATLAB. The proposed 

method is compared with two existing methods namely novel 

collaborative Face Recognition (FR) [1] and Multimedia 

Fingerprinting (MF) [2]. Multimodal biometrics user 

authentication focuses on the aspects of matching accuracy 

and social network authentication for social network. The 

proposed method is evaluated in different aspects such as 

fusion template size, density of human biometric samples, 

matching accuracy, social network authentication time and 

space complexity.  

4.1 Comparison with the Existing Methods 
The main goal of our experiments is to determine the rate of 

matching accuracy for biometric user authentication using 

evolutionary algorithms. 35 faces and fingerprint images of 

the same user were randomly selected out of 100 images. 

With this experimental setting the rate of matching accuracy 

is defined as given below. Matching accuracy is one of the 

performance metrics to measure the accuracy or determine the 

proportion of the biometric samples that were matched 

correctly to the density of human biometric samples provided 

as input during experimentation The matching accuracy ‘ ’ 

for biometric user authentication on social network of an 

individual person ‘    ’ depends on the number of samples 

correctly matched and is evaluated by the following formula. 

   
                                  

     
     

                (14) 

From (14), the accuracy ‘ ’ is measured with respect to the 

total number of human biometric samples ‘     ’ and 

measured in terms of percentage (%). Table 1 presents the 

results of matching accuracy and social network space 

complexity of an exploratory experimentation on BioSecure 

dataset by presenting the matching accuracy and social 

network space complexity using FMBS, FR and MF. The 

experiment was conducted to gain insights on the matching 

results of the datasets, to measure the performance of 

matching accuracy, social network space complexity and to 

measure the effect of multimodality biometric user 

authentication in social network scenario. 

Table 1 Comparison of matching accuracy 

Density 

of human 

biometric 

samples 

Matching accuracy (%) 

FMBS FR MF 

5 91.45 84.89 78.35 

10 93.14 86.18 78.10 

15 94.28 87.32 79.22 

20 89.17 82.21 73.11 

25 92.48 85.52 78.42 

30 94.29 88.34 80.34 

35 95.17 90.21 82.11 

 

As shown in the table above, the matching accuracy and 

social network space complexity for biometric authentication 

in social network with density of human biometric samples in 

the range of 5 to 35 are presented. The decision point of seven 

different biometric samples (face and fingerprint) was 

selected in a random manner that achieved a substantial 

improvement in ratings from the previous decision. The 

results show better performance of the proposed FMBS 

method, but however not seen to be linear due to the presence 

of noise in biometric images. The last values in the table seem 

to confirm the working hypothesis that the matching accuracy 

for biometric authentication in social network increases with 

the increase in the density.  

 

Fig. 3 Measure of matching accuracy  

As illustrated in figure 3 when compared to two other 

methods FR [1] and MF [2], the FMBS method substantially 

improved the accuracy for biometric authentication using the 

extensive Biometric Fusion Template Matching algorithm. 

This is because the FMBS method adapted a dynamic sum 

rule and the resultant value (fused score) was compared with 

the threshold to decide upon the factor whether or not the two 

representations belong to the same user, resulting in the 

improvement of matching accuracy. Furthermore based on the 

resultant fused score, to obtain maximum relevance they were 

converted based on the mutual information values (i.e. face 

and fingerprint) on social network improves the matching 

accuracy by 6.98% compared to FR and 15.45% compared to 

MF.  

Table 2 Comparison of social network space complexity  

Density of 

human 

biometric 

samples 

Social network space complexity 

(KB) 

FMBS FR MF 

5 1954 1996 2018 

10 2098 2139 2198 

15 2122 2249 2287 

20 2015 2085 2105 

25 2247 2318 2490 

30 2815 3015 3095 

35 3125 3248 3398 

Next, the second goal of the experiments (Table 2) with 

respect to social network space complexity showing the 

comparison between FMBS, FR and MF are defined as 

follows. Social network space complexity is a measure of the 
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amount of working storage required to perform biometric 

template matching (algorithm). In other words, social network 

space complexity measures the memory required to execute 

the algorithm at any point.  

                            (15) 

From (15), the social network space complexity ‘    ’ is 

obtained using the density of human biometric samples ‘     ’ 

and memory for obtaining fused scores (face and fingerprint). 

It is measured in terms of Kilo Bytes (KB). For all scenarios 

as shown in table 1, social network space complexity is 

increasing with biometric samples considered from different 

users. Seven unique experiments were conducted for each 

review size.  

 
Fig. 4 Measure of Social Network Space Complexity 

As shown in fig 4, substantial experimental results to measure 

social network space complexity versus the density of human 

biometric samples considered for experimentation. The 

targeting results of social network space complexity using 

FMBS method is compared with two state-of-the-art methods 

[1], [2]. Our method differs from the FR [1] and MF [2] in 

that spatial vector is incorporated for both the modalities 

integrating fingerprint and face of the human individuals. 

Here the dominant attributes are stored using spatial vector 

representation that reduces the dimensionality factor. With the 

resultant feature vectors obtained for both fingerprint and face 

features, min max normalization [3] followed by this 

Maximum Relevance Feature Selection [4] is applied to the 

resultant normalized image based on the mutual information 

of the individual features. This in turn reduces the space 

complexity arising during social network communications. 

Therefore the space complexity in social network for 

biometric authentication using multimodal features (face and 

fingerprint) is reduced by 3.96% compared to FR and 7.11% 

compared to MF respectively. 

Table 3 Comparison of Social Network Authentication 

Time  

Fusion template 

size (KB) 

Social network authentication time 

(ms) 

FMBS FR MF 

350 708 809 912 

700 1120 1230 1290 

1050 1250 1360 1405 

1400 1304 1414 1498 

1750 1298 1398 1425 

2100 1308 1418 1739 

2450 1315 1425 1510 

Finally, to clearly compare the features of both FMBS and 

existing Face Recognition (FR) [1] and Multimedia 

Fingerprinting (MF) [2], the social network authentication 

time (table 3) involved in authenticating the users is defined. 

The social network authentication time involved during 

feature extraction is the time required to measure the 

attributes with respect to the fusion template size and is as 

given below. It is the product of fusion template size 

considered and the time taken for feature extraction.  

                                           (16) 

Where ‘        ’ is the social network authentication time 

and ‘      ’ refers to the fusion template size considered 

during each iterations. For all scenarios as shown in table 3, 

social network space complexity is increasing with biometric 

samples considered from different users. Seven unique 

experiments were conducted for each review size.  

Finally, to clearly compare the features of both FMBS and 

existing Face Recognition (FR) [1] and Multimedia 

Fingerprinting (MF) [2], the social network authentication 

time (table 3) involved in authenticating the users is defined. 

The social network authentication time involved during 

feature extraction is the time required to measure the 

attributes with respect to the fusion template size and is as 

given below. It is the product of fusion template size 

considered and the time taken for feature extraction.  

                                           (16) 

Where ‘        ’ is the social network authentication time 

and ‘      ’ refers to the fusion template size considered 

during each iterations. For all scenarios as shown in table 3, 

social network space complexity is increasing with biometric 

samples considered from different users. Seven unique 

experiments were conducted for each review size.  

 

Fig.5. Measure of Social network authentication time 

Results are presented for different fusion template sizes 

(Fig.5.). Higher, the fusion template size, higher the social 

network authentication time is. This is because with higher 

fusion template size, the size of individual images grows 

exponentially, and therefore the authentication time for 

increased template size also increased. But from the figure it 

is evident that the social network authentication time is 
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comparatively observed to be lower using the proposed FMBS 

method. By applying Neighborhood Dominant Attribute 

Identification in FMBS method, fingerprint and face images 

are extracted, comparing their corresponding neighborhood 

structures. This in turn removes the redundant information 

present in the fingerprint and face images of a user resulting 

in minimizing the social network authentication time. The 

process is repeated with fusion template size of 350KB to 

2450KB for conducting experiments. The results reported 

here confirm that with the increase in the fusion template size, 

the social network authentication time also increases, though 

betterment achieved using FMBS method.  

As shown in the figure, when compared to two other methods 

FR [1] and EF [2], the FMBS method had better changes 

using the extensive Binomial Feature Distribution algorithm. 

This is because the Binomial Feature Distribution algorithm 

applied in FMBS method symbolizes the mean estimation of 

inter and intra class reducing certain amount of noise present 

in face and fingerprint. This in turn reduces the social network 

authentication time by 9.40% compared to FR and 18.40% 

compared to EF.  

5. CONCLUSION  
One of the complex tasks in social network is user 

authentication through Biometric due to the intrinsic features 

of these networks and presence of malicious user. Due to this, 

a surge to safeguard these social network networks and to 

propose an efficient method to provide security to the social 

network users is the need of the hour. In this paper, Fusion 

based Multimodal Biometric Security (FMBS) method is 

provided that can be employed as a safe communication 

method in social networks. Initially, the features were 

extracted using Binomial Feature Distribution Algorithm for 

both the face and fingerprint. With the extracted features, 

dominant attributes were stored in a spatial vector form which 

resulted in the improvement of social network authentication 

time for several users. The evaluation of the template 

matching is performed finally using the Biometric Fusion 

Template Matching algorithm to authenticate the users in 

social network. Through the experiments using real traces, we 

observed that our multimodal biometric authentication method 

reduced social network authentication time and space 

complexity compared to the existing biometric authentication 

methods.  
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